It is stipulated in the Criminal Law that only crime by accusation can be abrogated. On the other hand, common criminal cases must be processed within criminal justice system although it is only a minor legal offense. However, reality shows that minor legal offenses have often been put into a crime trial and community has often reacted against such a practice. This stimulates crime investigators to invent more peaceful ways to settle minor legal offenses although such ways are not acknowledged in criminal laws. Therefore, the Indonesian National Police have searched for a breakthrough to settle minor offenses by applying ADR in the form of penal mediation which puts the formulation of community policing strategy as the leading element 5 .
In fact, there are ways to settle crime case using out-of-court scheme, they are mediation, conciliation and negotiation. Even the terminology ADR towards penal mediation in order to create "restorative Justice" is popular in the police department. Such a way is recommended to be applied by the police with a view to settle minor offenses without bringing them to the court and applying ADR/ penal mediation instead. On the other hand, reality shows how settlements of some minor cases are carried out, such as, the settlement of the watermelon theft case which is conducted by the Mojoroto precinct, the cacao theft in Subang, the chocolate theft in the East Nusa Tenggara and so on. The trials of those cases in the court have led to riots because people judge that the police have gone too far in processing the cases and consequently create injustice. This creates a public opinion that a corruption case which undermines the Nation is sometimes undetected whereas petty theft must be punished. Such a phenomenon stimulates the community to question whether there is a wiser way to create justice in the country.
B. Formulation of the Problem
1. What is the foundation for the settlement of the crime case through community policing ? 2. How is the formulation of the community policing strategy in settling criminal case at the investigation level?
C. Research Method
The research method used in this research is juridical method or normative method. This method is applied to analyze written law from various theoretical aspects, history, philosophy as well as using comparison. All are analyzed from the existing constitution/ the constitution in force, books, scientific journals including other supporting written materials taken from various theories selected through analysis.
D. Discussion
1. The Role of Community Policing in the Community Counseling for Security and Order (Binkamtibmas) Community policing is a part of the grand strategy of Indonesian National Police in order to implement their main duties as the keeper of public security and order, law enforcer, protector, public patron and public servant. There is an essential difference in the implementation of the principal duties of the police in the expired Law Number 28, year 1997 and the existing Law Number 2, year 2002. According to the previous law, the first principal duty of the police is law enforcement, whereas counseling public security and order is the second principal duty. Similarly, when the Indonesian National Police is under the same umbrella with the Indonesian armed forces (ABRI), the Law of the National Defence and Security or the HANKAMNAS Law (Law Number 20, year 1982), Article 30, point (4) stipulated that the principal duties of the National Police are law enforcement, protector, patron and the servant of the community. On the other hand, according to the Article 13 of Law Number 2, year 2002 on the Indonesian National Police, the order of the principal duties of the Indonesian National Police are as follows :
a. The maintenance of public security and order b. Enforcing laws c. Community protection, functioning as the community patron and serving the community.
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It is further stated in the explanation part that the formulation of the principal duties above does not show the order of the priority. All are equally important. In its implementation, a duty may be chosen as the priority based on the situation in the community. The reason of it is that all duties are carried out simultaneously and they can be put into a combination. Besides, police must observe legal norms, 10 religious norms, politeness, moral values and respects human rights in the line of their duties. Referring to these principal duties, we can conclude that counseling the public security and order (Binkamtibmas) must be prioritized.
When police practice the explanation above in the field of duty, counseling on public security and order must be prioritized. However, investigation that follows law enforcement will be applied when there is a violation of law.
According to G Peter Hofnagels in criminal policy, solving sosial problem through the application of laws is part of the politics of legal policy or in other words, "taking another legal action responsibly" According to the Article 7, Point 1, Letter J of the Indonesian Law on Criminal Procedure (KUHAP) juncto Article 16, point (1), Letter I of the Law Number 2, year 2002 on the Indonesian National Police, other legal actions must : a. Not against any laws b. In proportion to the legal obligation obliging the exercise of the action. c. Be obedient, make sense and included in the job description. d. Be reasonably considered based on situation of emergency. e. Respect human rights.
J u r n a l I n d e p e n d e n t F a k u l t a s H u k u m h a l | 3 ISSN : Pound points out that the goal of the law is the order in the community.
12 Therefore, the main target is the order in the community. Police as the apparatus of the state who counsels of public security and order is of course expected to make efforts in terms of the techniques and tactics. A technique is a written guidance produced by the high-rank officials of the Indonesian National Police, while tactic is a method in the field of duty which is a habit to act in the right way. Community policing basically functions as a. Partnership, means that each police officer on the field must prioritize social approach. They must make friends as many as they can in order to get supports on their field duties. b. Problem Solving Community policing has preventive function which is implemented in the problem solution efforts as stipulated in the Article 12 of the Direction of the Chief of the Indonesian National Police Number 7 year 2008 on the basic guidance of the strategy and implementation of community policing in the duty of the police. 13 Furthermore, it is stipulated that the operational pattern of community policing is the solution effort for problems on security and order disturbances which prioritizes the identification of the problems" root , analysis, decision on the action priority and effective evaluation.
Moreover, the cooperation with the community is also needed and therefore, it is not a momentarily solution of problems. The penal effort made in the legal proceeding is the last resort when persuasive way does not work.
The problem-solving effort is aimed at a social problem having a tendency towards a criminal action. On the other hand, the implementation is in the form of the Partnership Forum of Police and Community or FKPM prioritizing ADR theory. 14 FKPM is the communication forum between police and the community which is carried out under the agreement to discus social problems. They are problems which need to be solved by the community and the police (officer in charge of the community policing) in order to create condition that can support the success of the police works and the improvement of the people"s life quality.
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Through the existing FKPM in each village as well as each neighborhood (RT/RW), it is hoped that the prevention of security and order disturbances can be realized.
2. The foundation of the use of community policing in the case settlement
The role of community policing in settling criminal case is not specifically regulated in any laws, but we can look into various existing laws and interpret them for the sake of the law.
As en effort to solve problem, the application of community policing is the search for the more essential meaning beyond the conventional function of policing for solving problems. Referring to the Article 14 Letter C and Article 2 Letter F, the implementation of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a form of the problem solving. On the other side, the foundation of the case settlement through community policing strategy is as follows : a. According to the Article 3 Point (1) of Law Number 14 year 1970 on the Jurisdiction of Judge, Sheet of the Republic of Indonesia Year 1970 number 74, 16 all courts in Indonesian territory are State Courts and established by law. In its addendum, it is also explained that no other courts organized by non-state institutions are allowed. The out-of-court settlement through reconciliation or mediator (arbitration) is allowed. The basic concept used as reference of the ADR are : 1) From ontological point of view Discussing something from its ontological point of view means that we have to look into its true essence. Therefore, a problem shall be viewed from its root. A problem arises because of the disturbance in a social interaction that finally leads to the violation of law. Actually, everyone philosophically loves honesty and truth and wants to live peacefully and safely without any disturbances. In that way, public order can be realized. Roscoe Pound points out that the goal of the laws is public order. Thomas Cone also explains that law covers certainty aspect, justice aspect and order aspect. Therefore, to establish public order, a just position must be taken. Justice is needed when there is a problem between two individuals and it can be settled in a way that can be accepted by both parties. There is of course a way to settle a case from the legal process until the court trial. However, some people think that the verdict is not fair and therefore, they continuously fight for justice through the high court until the supreme court. Hence, in my opinion, mediation between the accused and the victim is the best way to choose in order to create Restorative Justice.
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2) From Epistemological point of view To solve a problem, the right way is epistemologically needed. Some ways to settle case outside court includes the use of negotiator, mediator, conciliator as well as arbitrator. The addendum explains that the settlement of cases using out-of-court or arbitration way is allowed, but the decision does not have the executorial power until the court order is issued.
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This civil stipulation is the reference used by Barda Nawawi Arif to apply alternative dispute resolution to settle criminal cases. Such a practice is later known as penal mediation. 
The Formulation of Community Policing Strategy
To realize justice having the restorative character, a right method is needed. As we can see from the explanation above, ADR is one way to solve problem. Although ADR is commonly used in civil matters, it can be analyzed and improved in order to settle criminal cases and we can transform it into a more specific term known as penal mediation.
In the line of duty, police discretion theory will lead investigators to the realm of penal mediation. In fact, when a problem still has social character, it can be settled by the community through the FKPM. When a case is already reported to the police, the handling of the case is usually at the hand of the detective unit. In this scheme, the perpetrator approaches the victims to ask for an apology and demand a conciliation. When all parties agree, a senior detective can facilitate the conciliation process. The detective, in this way, acts as the mediator and must stand neutrally. Local leaders, such as the neighborhood leader as well as the chief of a village should h a l | 6 ISSN : witness the process and later a memorandum of the process is made. Prior to the conciliation process, the case must go through the investigation and a report of the investigation must be written. This is aimed at anticipating protest or dissatisfaction against the settlement process.
The comparison of community policing practice in some countries
a. In a country with common law system : The USA New York City launches a program known as C-POP (Comunity Police Officer Program) involving 900 out of 16.000 patrol officers. Each precint (there are 75 Police Precints in New York) has 10 officers of C-POP and every officer is assigned to a specific area supported by rapid reaction patrol team. C-POP officers carry out their duty in their own discretion. It is hoped that, in this way, they will be able to be familiar with the area assigned to them and find method on how the police resource can be used to fulfill the policing need. The use of the resource in that way is not according to the instruction from their headquarter. It depends on the need of the community. The program which started in 1986 is very popular.
In Houston, Texas, community policing has two programs. They are the establishment of police stations (each station has 9 rooms in the front) and a program called DART (Directed Area Response Team). DART is similar to the Team Policing in Halifax. All patrol squads are formed involving detectives who cooperate with the general-duty police officers to diagnose outstanding problems in the community. The squads carry out reactive and provocative policing and investigate crimes in the area.
Santa Ana, California, is a city Orange County at the South Los Angeles with a large Hispanic population. Its community policing program covers four police stations occupied by uniformed police . Those officers carry out patrols from these stations The stations also manned by civilian officers responsible for community policing. Although they are not armed, the civilians wear the same uniforms as the police responsible for community policing. The difference is that they have specific badges. These civilians are responsible for various social works related to policing, such as motivated the citizens to prevent crimes. On the other hand, general-duties police carry out street patrol on foot to solve problem in the community. 
b. In Singapore as a country with Civil Law System
Singapore is a model where changes in policing are pioneered and decided by the police. In that case, they want to fundamentally change the public-service system and their effort does not take a long time to gain a success. The Singaporean police look similar to their counterparts in Birmingham, Liverpool and other big cities in England. Before that, reactive policing was applied until 1983 in which policing was focused on a large force of patrol and strict division between general-duties police and detectives.
Changes were developed by the Singaporean police from 1983 until 1989. As the head of the State, Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew insisted that it was time to learn from the East as there was no more lesson from the West. As the consequence of the effort to learn from the Japanese police system, Singapore has approximately 100 small police stations (police posts) which are adopted from the Japanese Koban system. They apply Japanese style of policing in that way. At the same time, they do not focus on the random system of police patrol. The most interesting aspect is that they only need six years to change the system and it did not exceed the normal police budget. In 1970"s, they applied NPP (Neighborhood Police Post) and NPC (Neighborhood Police Centre) which relied on call centre system (telephone) system or policecall system in which the officers came whenever they were called as well as redial-cop policing.
Why does Singapore choose community policing as a policing approach? Because the police has limited ability in tackling security problem. The police do not know when, where a crime will happen and who will do it. They do not know the motive either. Besides, the security matters are not the responsibilities of the police only, but the community is also the stakeholder. It does not mean that the police disengage their responsibility, but they want to do it together with the community.
For that purpose, some steps taken by the Singaporean police are :
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ISSN : 2338-7777 1) Changing individual officers" pereception of policing 2) Building public trust 3) Educating the public in order to make them ready and realized that security aspect is a vital matter and it is important for their life. In the end, it is hoped that public are realized that security matters are also their responsibility. 4) Carrying out activities in order to prevent crimes. As a communication forum or a forum to build between the police and the community. The forum is also aimed at solving problems in the community and each NPC has CSSP (Crime Safety and Security Program)
c. In Japan who colonized Indonesia once
Western countries apply community policing because most of their efforts to combat crimes did not succeed. They conducted researches on the preventative-patrol model, rapid reaction against the crime, and conventional crime investigation. It is concluded that those practices are needed, but not enough. Furthermore, the use of high technology also helps the combat against crime, but this does not enough either. Besides, police budget often does not fulfil the need to use high technology. Therefore, it is realized in the western countries that partnership with the community is also needed.
On the other hand, community policing in Asian countries comes from the experiences of the countries carrying out policing with the community. Ther practice shows the orientation to the public. For example, the Japanese policing system comes from the context of militeristic Samurai culture. Japan started community policing using Koban and Chuzaisho system in the era of Meiji. It was in the turning of the 19th century to the 20th century. Koban is the japanese words meaning open box. Generally, Koban refers to the police box or police post which open for 24 hours a day to protect the community. It has square form and glass wall facing the street. Koban is manned by the police working accorting to the shift schedule. There is also a Koban which also functions as the residence of the police. The latter is known as Chuzaisho.
The word which means open also signifies that the police station facilitates free discussions between police and the community. Koban is usually established at an area where there is a high crime rate. As of April 1, 2003, there are 6556 Kobans and 7882 Chuzaisho in all parts of Japan. Another form of Koban in rural area is Chuzaisho which also functions as the residence of the police. Chuzaisho means to live there. This is an open police post in the village. A police officer resides in Chuzaisho which is at the heart of the village. It means that police is present in the community for 24 hours. There is an office for the offficer and there are rooms at the back part supporting the function as the residential place. Both Koban and Chuzaisho manned by police of which duty is full public-service. The Koban system has attracted police in other countries. The system has been imported in some countries, including Brazil and Singapore. The system has been tried in Indonesia, especially in Bekasi area, since 2003. Although the format is difference the basic principles underlying Koban system are also practiced in other countries, such as Australia and the USA.
Japan creates policing of the modern community, but such a policing is a newly introduced term. The japanese system which has been reformulated after the World War II, is based on old traditional element referring to Koban and Chuzaisho. Such a police station is placed in the neighborhood covering six or seven blocs of residential place.
Although the system looks like a communuity policing on every inch of the land, which is the tightest system in the world, the Japanese do not complain about it. They fix the system. The Japanese police never developed systemic relationship-program with the community. However, all Kobans are now required to establish an official council of community counselors in order to get feedback from the community. Moreover, they are now applying an approach which has a closer orientation to the program. Before this, although police officers are assigned to all corners of the community, the gravity is still placed on the law enforcement based on discretion, imposing fine to bicycle with incomplete parts, arresting drunk truck driver, and usually keeping the order on the street. Now, they change the priority towards matters which become public interest instead of those of the interest of the police. a. The characters of Koban and Chuzaisho :  Chuzaisho and koban are located in the community;  The police are responsible for the daily life of the citizens in trems of peace and security;  Operate for 24 hours (there is no period of unguarded security);  Involving in the early stage of all police activities  As the basic of police activity in the partnership between police and community :
 Understanding the needs of law enforcement; Solving problem; Spreading information on crime prevention.
b. Functions and activities of Koban  Arresting criminals and preventing crimes;  The investigation of certain minor crimes and accident investigation (The investigation of serious crimes is carried out by detectives of the city police) ;  Maintaining good relationship with citizens  Conducting home visits with the purpose to :
 Get along with citizens, get information about families, listening to the public, search for information about anything related to law enforcement, search for information on criminal activities.  Encountering with the community:
 Problem-solver groups, spread out information about how to prevent crimes, gaining supports and public participation in controling crime. As a forum to facilitate communication and settle social problems, each Koban and each Chuzaisho has a council functioning as mediator between police and community. The council is led by a community leader with outstanding attention towards the fulfilment of the needs for security.
The implementation of ADR in some countries
REGULATION OF PENAL MEDIATION IN SOME COUNTRIES Country Regulation AUSTRIA -Regulated through the amendment of the Criminal Procedural Law year 1999 which has been promulgated since January 2000, -At the beginning, diversion is applied for children involved in crimes through the ATA-J (Aubergerichtlicher Tatausgleich fur jugendliche), but it is later applied for adults through ATA-E (Aubergerichtlicher Tatausgleich fur erwachsene) which is actually "victim-offender mediation" (VOM). -According to the Article 90g of Austrian Criminal Procedural Law.
Prosecutor is allowed to divert a crime case from the court as long as : 1. The accused admits the crime ; 2. Agree to compensate for the damage done or other contribution for repairing the damage as well as willing to refrain from doing the same crime in the future. -Crimes which are subject to diversion and mediation are :
1. 
